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5 November 2020

Dear Parent/Carer
Year 13 Virtual Parents’ Evening – Thursday 12 November 2020 - Online Appointment Booking
I would like to invite you to attend our virtual parents’ evening on Thursday 12 November 2020. This evening will
provide an opportunity for you to discuss your daughter’s progress to date. This will include; her recent mock
assessment performance, whether or not she is on course to meet her target grades and how best to prepare for her
mock examinations in February 2021.
Please note that there will be one meeting per subject and your appointment will be eight minutes long, available
between 4.00pm and 7.00pm. Some additional guidance is overleaf for maths and psychology. Given the difference
to a normal face to face meeting please could I ask that if you have a specific question about a subject that you email
the subject teacher in advance of Thursday 12 November. This will enable staff to build an answer into the discussion
and ensure there is enough time.
The school has introduced a new intuitive and easy to use online appointment booking system. This allows you to
choose your own appointment time with subject teachers and you will receive an email confirming your appointment.
We are confident this will be an improvement to the previous system and welcome any feedback.
We have attached additional guidance to bring to your attention to ensure all appointments run smoothly.
Your appointment can be made from Thursday 5 November at 8:30pm and will close on Wednesday 11 November at
10:30pm. Please visit https://rosebery.schoolcloud.co.uk/ to book your appointment.
If you experience any difficulties or are unable to access the internet, please contact Mrs Cooley on
mcooley@rosebery.surrey.sch.uk
Yours sincerely

Stephen Phillips
Head of Sixth Form

Specific Subject Guidance:

Maths and Further Maths
Teachers will have let the students know who to make a booking with but Dr Swales will be seeing her maths class and
the further maths students, so an additional further maths appointment is not required.

Psychology
Given the nature of these new circumstances we do not feel it is possible to complete meetings with all our psychology
students in one evening. This means that once all the booking slots are full for Thursday 12 November there are
enough additional slots on Thursday 19 November. Some guidance will come from the Psychology staff to indicate
which member of staff to book an appointment with. If your daughter has not been asked to see a specific teacher,
please assume you can see either.

